Coworking giant brings on low-voltage partner
to implement high-end technology systems
across the United States.

Client
Industrious is a premium coworking platform with stunning
high-end designs and an unparalleled workplace experience. They
have over 60 locations and are quickly growing. With high standards
and demanding schedules, they needed a consultant who would go
above and beyond, so they made ASD® their low voltage partner.

Challenge
Industrious is growing at incredible rates with new locations
opening every couple of weeks. With this accelerated growth comes
the inevitable growing pains. They needed more than just a
consultant or vendor to help them navigate the low-voltage
technology space; they needed a partner.

IMPORTANT CONSIDERATIONS

• What technologies will appeal to and attract a diverse group of
members – from freelancers to Fortune 500s?

• Which audio visual systems will best support their BYOD (Bring
Your Own Device) culture?

• How can Industrious provide a functional, technology-driven
space for years to come?
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Solution

Project Summary

ASD® serves as a consultant, assists with designing, and oversees the low-voltage
installations at all Industrious locations. Our project managers are truly part of the
Industrious team and operate with their best interests in mind. When initially
selecting technologies and establishing standards, ASD® and Industrious team
members attended tradeshows together and ASD® set up demos at their
headquarters. These extra steps were taken to ensure that all members would
have a ﬂawless technology experience every time they entered an Industrious
space.
They ultimately selected systems that would work on a variety of devices so that
anyone who enters their space can utilize the technology. This means that
members can walk into a conference room and quickly connect regardless of their
device. In addition to the audio visual systems, ASD® provided the cabling
infrastructure to support the other low-voltage technologies throughout the facility
including the access control at the doors, video surveillance, and sound systems.
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HIGHLIGHTS
• 60+ Current/Past Project
Locations Across the United
States, 40 More Upcoming
Projects
• Robust Crestron Audio Visual
Systems Including Video
Conferencing, Presentation
Capabilities, Overhead Sound
Systems, and More
• 300+ iCAT-ITS® Cat6 Cable
Drops per Site
• S2 Access Control and Video
Surveillance Systems for Each
Location

Result
ASD® is integrated into Industrious projects from day one, often times before they
even sign a lease. This means that together we’re able to create technology-driven
spaces, where productivity and end-user experience are the driving factors. These
high-quality and well-designed workplace technology solutions give Industrious
members all the tools they need to grow their business.
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